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Week VII Group Class 

Today’s Class: 

I. Bow Hold Practice and Games 
a. Games: “Up like a rocket” song; Stir the soup, stir the tea; Windshield wipers; Pet the frog, 

perch like a bird, slither like a snake, hang like a monkey; The Roman Arch; The pinky 
balances the bo; Spider climbs up and down the bow 

II. Review Open Strings, open string memory game; etap between stickers on the bow. 
III. Practicing the complete setup independently several times each day. 

a. Pay close attention to position of the head and make sure the instrument is supported 
without muscle tension.  Check left shoulder, tendon on the front of the neck, and muscles 
behind the right shoulder.  These are the problem spots! 

IV. Floor Exercises 
a. These games prepare our hands for the hand shapes we need for Book 1: 

i. Stretching fingers like a cat 
ii. Tapping games: 1,2,3,4 & 4,3,2,1 (scales); 1,3,2,4 & 4,2,3,1 (thirds); 1,3,1,4,2,4,3 & 

3,4,2,4,1,3,1 (arpeggios) 
iii. Red (2-3 touching), Blue (1-2 touching), and yellow (3-4 touching) patterns. 
iv. Tap each color pattern in scale, thirds, and (difficult) arpeggio patterns. 
v. Whole steps – Gaps between fingers; half-steps – fingers touching 

vi. Listening and describing the sound of each pattern (record some examples) 
vii. Always: pinky pushups! 

V. The Monkey Song 
a. Practice placing and tapping the finger five times in position before singing each line of 

the song (see The Monkey Song handout) 
b. Practice this your age in repetitions each day. 

VI. Coloring in Finger Chart 
a. The chart shows all the possible fingering options in first position.  How many are there? 
b. We will start with just the Red pattern on the A and E strings.  Playing on the D and G will 

require a different elbow position, so we will include those later. 
VII. Practice this week 

a. Continue bow hold games, open string memory games, jumping between bow stickers, 
and 25-100 “pepperoni pizzas” each day. 

b. Practice at least 3 complete setups without playing.  Use the “preflight checklist” if 
necessary to make sure nothing is skipped! 

c. Continue working on floor exercise games.  Build up finger strength, flexibility, and agility. 
d. Practice the Monkey Song every day. 

Questions? Please feel free to send me an email or text message anytime! 

Happy practicing! 


